
Le mythe de la civilisation : comment les nouvelles
découvertes réécrivent l’histoire de l’humanité

En un clin d’œil évolutif, notre espèce est passée de la chasse et de la cueillette à la vie dans
des sociétés complexes. Nous devons repenser l’histoire de cette transition monumentale
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Coca Navarro

PENDANT presque toute l’existence humaine, notre espèce parcourt la planète, vivant
en petits groupes, chassant et cueillant, se déplaçant vers de nouvelles régions lorsque

le climat était favorable, se retirant lorsqu’il devenait mauvais. Pendant des centaines

de milliers d’années, nos ancêtres utilisaient le feu pour cuisiner et se réchauffer. Ils
fabriquaient des outils, des abris, des vêtements et des bijoux – même si leurs

possessions étaient limitées à ce qu'ils pouvaient transporter. Ils rencontraient
occasionnellement d’autres hominidés, comme les Néandertaliens, et avaient parfois
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des relations sexuelles avec eux. À travers de vastes étendues de temps, l’histoire s’est

déroulée sans être enregistrée.

Puis, il y a environ 10 000 ans, tout a commencé à changer.

Dans quelques endroits, les gens ont commencé à cultiver. Ils passaient plus de temps
au même endroit. Ils ont construit des villages et des villes. Divers 

 , l’argent, 
 et la poudre à canon. En seulement quelques milliers

d’années – en un clin d’œil au cours de l’évolution – des villes, des empires et des
usines se sont multipliés partout dans le monde. Aujourd’hui, la Terre est entourée de

satellites en orbite et sillonnée de câbles Internet. Rien d’autre de pareil ne s’est

jamais produit.

Archéologues et anthropologues ont cherché à expliquer pourquoi cette transformation

rapide et extraordinaire s'est produite. Leur récit le plus répandu décrit une sorte de
piège : une fois que les gens se sont lancés dans l’agriculture, il n’y avait plus aucun

moyen de revenir sur une cascade de complexité sociale croissante qui conduisait

inexorablement à la hiérarchie, aux inégalités et à la destruction de l’environnement.
Cette vision sombre de l’essor de la civilisation a longtemps prévalu. Cependant, plus

nous examinons les sociétés, plus elles s’effondrent. Confrontés à des preuves
gênantes, nous sommes obligés de raconter notre propre histoire d’origine. Ce faisant,

nous repensons également ce que peut être une société.

Notre espèce, 

 , existe depuis 

 – à quelques dizaines de millénaires près. Pendant presque

tout ce temps – y compris pendant le tumulte des glaciations – nous avons été des
chasseurs et des cueilleurs. Alors pourquoi abandonner un mode de vie qui a bien

fonctionné pendant si longtemps ? C’est la question fondamentale à la base de la

civilisation humaine. "Il n'y a aucune raison évidente pour laquelle les gens
commencent à vivre dans des villages et à domestiquer [les cultures et les animaux]",

explique 
 de l'Institut archéologique autrichien de Vienne. "C'est

l'une des plus grandes perturbations de l'histoire de l'humanité."

En savoir plus:
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Néanmoins, même discuter du sujet peut être difficile. Historiquement, les penseurs

occidentaux ont eu tendance à considérer la société industrialisée moderne comme
étant intrinsèquement meilleure que celle des chasseurs-cueilleurs, obscurcissant

ainsi leur réflexion. "Nous ne pouvons pas tenir pour acquis que c'est toujours une
bonne chose, ni même que c'est toujours une mauvaise chose", déclare 

 , chef de projet à

 , qui transforme la
grande quantité d'informations sur les sociétés humaines passées. sous une forme

propice à la recherche sur ces questions. En outre, une grande partie de la
terminologie relative à cette transition est chargée d’hypothèses désagréables sur la

race, le sexe et l’empire. Le mot « civilisation » en particulier a des connotations

évidentes, surtout lorsqu'il est comparé aux « barbares », « sauvages » et «
primitifs ».

Malgré ces difficultés, les anthropologues ont reconstitué une histoire pour expliquer
les bouleversements sociaux massifs de notre histoire évolutive récente. L’idée était

que les gens de quelques endroits particulièrement fertiles ont essayé l’agriculture

parce que cela leur semblait être une bonne idée – puis ont découvert qu’il n’y avait
pas de retour en arrière. En produisant davantage de nourriture, ils ont déclenché une

croissance démographique, les obligeant à produire toujours plus de nourriture. Les
individus qui pouvaient contrôler les approvisionnements en céréales l’ont fait,

devenant ainsi les premiers dirigeants et empereurs de sociétés auparavant égalitaires.
Pour maintenir le contrôle, ils ont créé ou exploité l’appareil d’État, comme l’écriture,

la législation et les armées. De ce point de vue, la civilisation a des avantages et des

inconvénients. Cela apporte des avantages, comme la littérature, la médecine et la
musique rock, mais entraîne également des coûts, comme les inégalités, les impôts et

les maladies pandémiques mortelles qui nous sont transmises par le bétail. Comme le
docteur Faustus, nos ancêtres ont passé un pacte avec le diable. L’histoire de la

civilisation est une tragi-comédie dotée de la puissance d’un grand mythe.
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Göbekli Tepe, dans le sud de la Turquie, a été créé par des chasseurs-cueilleurs avant
l'avènement de l'agriculture.
Théomancimit (CC BY-SA �.�)

Now, growing evidence suggests it is a fiction. The first problem is that it

misrepresents hunter-gatherer societies, which turn out to be far more variable and
complex than we thought. This mistake is epitomised by Göbekli Tepe, located on a

hilltop in southern Turkey. Beginning in the mid-1990s, excavations there revealed a
series of circular enclosures each containing T-shaped stone pillars several metres

high, some with carvings of animals or other symbols. Surrounding these enclosures

are rectangular buildings. All this would be unsurprising, except that Göbekli Tepe
dates from 

 – before the origin of agriculture. “We don’t
have domesticated plants or domesticated animals there,” says Dietrich. Here is

evidence that hunter-gatherers sometimes created monumental architecture,

something previously thought to be unique to settled agricultural societies.

We can’t know 

. It seems it wasn’t a living space: there is
no source of water and no evidence of permanent fireplaces, so few people can have

resided there year-round, according to Dietrich. However, the stone pillars, or

megaliths, are too large to have been carried by small groups. “The main building
evidence can be associated with groups coming from other regions to meet there to

between 11,500 and 10,000 years ago 🔗
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make something, with a common idea,” she says. 

 might
have been 

, or some more nebulous ritual. The imagery has been
interpreted as male: some of the carved animals have penises, whereas there are no

obvious female representations. A few 

, but their sex is hard to determine. There are
also  that were used to

 into
porridge and huge quantities of beer. Some suspect it was a place where groups of men

gathered to perform initiation rituals.

“Archaeologists didn’t know something like Göbekli Tepe could exist,” says Dietrich.
However, since its discovery, megaliths of similar ages have been found at nearby sites

like , as have other forms of

, like the 

, Louisiana. These are dramatic examples of hunter-gatherers

acting in unexpectedly sophisticated ways. There are others.

Some of the carved animals at Göbekli Tepe appear to be male and none are female, leading
to the suggestion that men gathered here for initiation rites
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In recent decades, studies of modern hunter-gatherer groups have upended our ideas
about their social structures, too. “Typically, people think of hunter-gatherers as

living in small, nomadic bands that are fairly egalitarian and cooperative,” says 
 at the

University of Zurich, Switzerland. “But actually, there are quite a few examples of

what some call ‘complex hunter-gatherers’. Those are people 
 and have a 

. There can be
a hereditary ruling class, for example, where you have chieftainship that is inherited.

They have slavery and warfare.”

It may be that some hunter-gatherer groups behaved in these ways for tens of
thousands of years. “We don’t have too much direct evidence. But there are some

burials of people with ornamentation and stuff that looked like they might have been
rulers, that are 20,000, 30,000 years old,” says Jaeggi. Much of the evidence has

probably rotted away, or been hidden. Göbekli Tepe itself was deliberately buried for

reasons unknown.

Read more: 

While many questions remain, one thing is clear. The traditional story – that complex

societies began with the development of agriculture – 

, at least not all the time. Hunter-gatherers could form large groups,
perform rituals and construct elaborate monuments. Farming wasn’t a prerequisite for

this.

The second big source of confusion is why people took up farming at all. It is helpful
to imagine what early farms were like, says 

 at the University of
Oxford. Forget about modern, large-scale, industrial farming, this is more like

gardening. “Think of a radically different spatial scale, but also a greater intensity of
focus, and the potential enhancement of growing conditions that can happen on that

smaller scale.” Also, note that the 

. “There’s still a lot of gathering and hunting and fishing and fowling going on

alongside,” she says.
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The obvious reason people might have started farming is that it produced more food,
or at least a more predictable supply. However, there is limited evidence for this. In

fact, the opposite has been argued. 
 at the University of

California, Los Angeles, famously called farming 

, citing evidence that 

,
more prone to malnutrition and disease and had shorter lives. But these are all

sweeping generalisations. The evidence we now have suggests that we must weigh up
what was happening at the regional level.

Why take up farming?

Consider Çatalhöyük in Turkey, a community of farmers living in a dense village

between 7100 and 5600 BC. “It’s kind of the ultimate experimental dataset that runs

for 1500 years, and it runs pretty successfully,” says Bogaard. “There are some ups
and downs in the size of the community, but it has a very diverse cropping system, it

has five or six cereals, a similar number of pulses and a lot of foraging.” In contrast,
farming in Britain got off to a rocky start. By the time agriculture reached it, many key

crops had been dropped, leaving only a few cereals. The result was a 

 in which populations grew for a
few centuries, but then shrank and dispersed when crops failed. “It’s just not diverse

enough,” says Bogaard. “There isn’t a big enough archive of [crop] species to keep
rebounding from those inevitable ups and downs.”

These radically different experiences of farming may explain why larger datasets don’t
show an overall decline in human stature. A study published this year by 

 at Western University in

Ontario, Canada, and his colleagues 
 from Europe, Asia and North Africa, dating

from 34,300 years ago to the present. Average body size declined from the start, long
before the advent of farming, until about 6000 years ago, when it rose again –

.
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Farming and hunter-gathering aren’t mutually exclusive, as the Maasai attest
Brent Stirton/Getty Images

Admittedly, it isn’t obvious that farming offered nutritional gains. But it also doesn’t
look like a trap. “There are quite a few examples of groups who adopted and then

abandoned agriculture,” says 

 at University College London. One is in the North American south-west

where, before Europeans arrived, communities were giving up growing maize and
beans in favour of foraging. “Sometimes it happened in prehistory too,” he adds.

“Stonehenge and other Neolithic monuments of the British Isles were built by

populations who adopted cereal farming from continental Europe, but then reverted to
collecting hazelnuts as their staple plant food.”

Perhaps there were sociopolitical reasons for the rise of farming. One suggestion is
that an existing tradition of private ownership was necessary. 

 at the Santa Fe

Institute in New Mexico and 
at Kyungpook National University in Daegu, South Korea, used a mathematical model

to show that farming would have been 
. That rings true to

Jaeggi. “When resources can be monopolised and you can store your food for future

use, then it makes sense,” he says. There could also be cultural reasons to farm.
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“People want to stay in a certain place,” says Bogaard. “They are attached to that part

of the landscape and they’re doing whatever is necessary to make that ecologically
plausible.” Activities like burials, allowing people to remain near to their dead

relatives, are evidence of this.

That still leaves the puzzle of why people in places as disparate as Mesopotamia,

northern China and South America all pivoted to farming within a few millennia of

each other. The answer may lie in climate change. During the period before about
10,000 years ago – the Pleistocene – temperatures fluctuated a lot over decades and

centuries. “A nomadic hunting and gathering lifestyle is the best way to make a living
when conditions are so unpredictable,” says Jaeggi. Since then, during our current

Holocene epoch, a more predictable climate has allowed farming to thrive.

Nevertheless, humans didn’t start farming and building complex societies just in the
Holocene – on the contrary, “it has always been happening”, says Hoyer. It is just that

people couldn’t adopt sedentary agricultural living permanently while the climate was
unstable.

To summarise, we now know that hunter-gatherer societies were far more variable

than we thought, including some that had hierarchies and built monuments. We also
know that farming wasn’t a trap, nor was it unambiguously good or bad: it depended

on where and how it was being done.

Read more: 

The next challenge is to explain why some societies became dramatically more

complex – socially stratified with powerful leaders and the rapid invention of writing,
money and new technologies. The difficulty here is disentangling the many ways that

these societies changed and to figure out what is cause and what is effect. One of the
most prominent attempts at this is the Seshat project, named for the Egyptian goddess

of writing and knowledge. “We’ve compiled this huge database of information about

the past,” says Hoyer. It describes changes in societies at 100-year intervals, using a
range of variables to assess complexity. Begun in 2011, Seshat has started to produce

some eye-catching findings.

The first major study, published in 2017, asked whether societies tend to develop in

similar ways or follow their own, unique paths. The Seshat team looked at 414

societies from the past 10,000 years. For each, there was data for 51 variables, ranging
from spatial scale and population density to levels of administrative hierarchy, use of

writing and construction of public systems that benefit all, like irrigation networks. It
turned out that the 
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 looked similar in every case. “They are

gaining these features all at once and this is true cross-culturally throughout time,”
says Hoyer.

Warfare drives civilisation

Five years later, the Seshat researchers tried to 

. They listed 17 possibilities,
such as agriculture, geographic scale and social hierarchy, and searched the data,

reasoning that if one factor tended to be the driver, it would generally precede the
others. The analysis suggested that farming did play a role, but the 

. “It’s the intensity of military technology, of the threat of other
societies, how powerful they are, how much they are able to eradicate you,” says

Hoyer. The emergence of 
 in the first millennium BC 

. “There’s this very strong selective pressure to adopt them or be run
over by someone who already has them.”

Jaeggi isn’t entirely convinced by the finding. “I think their result makes a lot of sense
for societies that are already agricultural,” he says, because farmed foods can be

monopolised and fought over. But he thinks that societies become complex in two

stages. In a 2021 study, he and his colleagues examined 186 modern non-industrial
societies, creating a “family tree” of how they are related to work out how they have

changed over time. This showed the 
 – meaning more

agriculture, but also less hunting, more food storage and an increasingly sedentary,

urbanised and dense population. Only then could technological and sociopolitical
change happen. “What we’re adding is kind of an earlier stage,” says Jaeggi.

at Washington State University is also sceptical that warfare drives the process. In

2020, he and his colleagues analysed the Seshat data for themselves. They found that

societies grew in population and geographical scale – but only 
. The initial scaling up often

occurred through annexing adjacent polities by force. However, to get beyond the
threshold, a society had to 

. “Conflict is important because it increases the

scale,” says Kohler, but warfare isn’t the whole story.

https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1708800115

discover what instigates this societal

transformation 🔗 https://doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.abn3517

most important

factor was warfare 🔗 /article/2325950-was-warfare-responsible-for-the-origin-of-

complex-civilisation/

iron weapons and cavalry 🔗
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258161 was

particularly crucial 🔗 /article/dn24262-real-world-civilisation-game-shows-

impact-of-war/

path to a complex society begins with “resource-
use intensification” 🔗 https://ecoevorxiv.org/repository/view/4119/

Timothy Kohler 🔗 https://scholar.google.co.uk/citations?user=qhk135kaKIQC&hl=en

until they reached a
threshold 🔗 https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-020-16035-9

develop “information processing” systems like writing 🔗

https://doi.org/10.23919/JSC.2021.0020
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Read more: 

Another key result from the Seshat team has proved even more contentious. Previous
research had suggested that 

 and

that the concept of “moralising gods” – ones that take a strong interest in right and
wrong – is crucial to the formation of large states. However, in 2019, the Seshat team

concluded that belief in moralising gods only emerged after societies were already
large, so 

. A response paper called this into

question: “They had a lot of missing values in their dataset” and each was coded as
evidence of absence of moralising gods, says Rachel Spicer at the London School of

Economics. The Seshat paper was later retracted. But the team has now 
 and 

.

Moralising religions such as Islam can bond large groups of people together
ABDEL GHANI BASHIR/AFP via Getty Images

Nevertheless, some researchers see this episode as symptomatic of a deeper issue with

Seshat, arguing that the way the data is coded is loaded with preconceptions. For

Deliver us from evil: How biology not religion made us moral 🔗 /article/mg��������-
���-deliver-us-from-evil-how-biology-not-religion-made-humans-moral/

religious belief can hold a society together 🔗

/article/mg21328562-100-the-god-issue-religion-is-the-key-to-civilisation/

couldn’t have been the driver 🔗 /article/2197082-is-religion-good-or-bad-

for-humanity-epic-analysis-delivers-an-answer/

redone the
analyses 🔗 https://doi.org/10.1080/2153599X.2022.2074085 published the same

conclusions 🔗 https://doi.org/10.1080/2153599X.2022.2065345
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Wengrow, this is a fatal flaw. For example, he sees the warfare finding as largely an

artefact of the method. “If you begin, as this Seshat study does, by defining
complexity in terms of technologies of violence, control and extraction, then you are

logically bound to conclude that technologies of violence, control and extraction are
drivers of complexity,” he says.

Creative constructions

What all this undoubtedly shows is that understanding the emergence of civilisation is

tricky. Where once we had a one-size-fits-all narrative of cause and effect, in recent
years, archaeologists and anthropologists have turned away from this approach. “We

don’t believe that societies always evolve in this linear way, where we go from hunter-

gatherers to complex societies eventually with a few steps in between,” says 
 at Utah State University.

This has become apparent as we cast our net wider. “A lot of what we knew about
world prehistory came from the Near East and Europe,” says 

 at the College of

William & Mary in Virginia. “Now, we have a lot more archaeological data about
what’s going on in other areas of the world and we see there’s a lot more variability.”

Take the Polynesian societies of the 
, where she has worked for years. In around

1650, a religious cult emerged restricting the power to wage war to a handful of chiefs,

who then subsumed smaller chiefdoms into their domains. In other words, although
warfare played its part in producing complex chiefdoms, 

. “Ideology and ritual power was really important to why things

got so hierarchical in the Society Islands,” says Kahn.

Stefani
Crabtree 🔗 https://stefanicrabtree.com/

Jennifer Kahn 🔗

https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=AlmIBhAAAAAJ&hl=en

Society Islands in the Pacific 🔗
https://www.jstor.org/stable/26451650

religion mattered too 🔗

https://www.taylorfrancis.com/chapters/edit/10.4324/9781003109365-5/houses-
power-jennifer-kahn
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New evidence throws doubt on the idea that moralising religions such as Hinduism allowed
societies to become more complex
SAJJAD HUSSAIN/AFP via Getty Images

More information about a variety of societies also reveals that people have sometimes

abandoned complex hierarchical societies, just as some groups chose to stop farming.

At Mesa Verde in south-west Colorado, Native Americans known as the Ancestral
Puebloans built dwellings and palaces on the sides of rocky cliffs – and then stopped

using them. Crabtree simulated this history in a computer model. “What we see is
people going into a more hierarchical, more complex society, where you have

centralised leadership,” she says. But 
. “So they pretty quickly dismantle that

hierarchy.”

The take-home message is a far cry from our previous picture of civilisation. “There’s
not one storyline about how societies get more complex,” says Kahn. Or, to put it

another way, the plot line is much richer and more ingenious than we thought.
Understanding the twists and subtexts doesn’t just shed new light on our past, it

might even help us create better societies in the future (see “

“).

What’s more, Wengrow, for one, relishes the exuberant, creative diversity of forms
that societies can take (see “

this didn’t work out due to droughts and social
unrest 🔗 https://doi.org/10.1017/aaq.2016.18

Utopia: The ancient
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“). In fact, he goes further, suggesting we might want to reconsider the very
meaning of social complexity. “We might instead choose to define complexity in terms

of kinship systems, ecological resilience and artistic creativity,” he says. “In which
case, I suspect, the Indigenous islanders of Ambrym [in Vanuatu] would come out

somewhere near the top, and European societies would be pretty low down.”

Une histoire de la Grande-Bretagne à travers les sépultures
Alice Roberts explorera comment l'archéologie funéraire met en lumière les sociétés

anciennes au New Scientist Live 
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